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Procedure to calculate the HySN data set

Vapour pressure [VP] and surface pressure [ps]

The method for downscaling near surface humidity follows
Cosgrove (2003), where relative humidity (RH) is assumed
constant with height. The assumption of constant relative humidity with elevation is explored in e.g. Feld et al. (2013),
and is used in the making of NLDAS, WFD, and PGMFD.
RH is given by the ratio of the ambient vapour pressure [VP]
(the vapour pressure at dew point [Td ] or frost point [Tf ]
temperature) divided by the saturation vapour pressure [VPs ]
of moist air at the actual air temperature, multiplied by 100:

RH =
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V P · 100
V Ps
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(1)

The Era-Interim 2-meter RH (RHE ) is calculated using
the Era-Interim surface pressure (psE ), T2E , and T2dE , and
Equation ew1 in Buck (1981) [Buck81]. The resulting, vertically adjusted HySN dew point or freeze point temperature (for simplicity, denoted T2dH ) is computed (in Celsius)
directly from RHE (see e.g. Feld et al. (2013)) using the
Buck81 equation for water and the AERKi equation in Alduchov and Eskridge (1996) for ice:

T 2dH =
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grove (2003), similar to the hypsometric equation):

Era Interim daily mean 2 meter dew point temperature
(T 2dE ), 2 meter temperature (T 2E ), surface pressure (psE )
are taken as the arithmetic mean of the Era-Interim analysis fields, available every 6 hours. Surface incident longwave
(LWE ) and shortwave (LWE ) radiation are taken from +12,
+18,and +24 hours of the Era-Interim forecasts at 00 and
12 UTC, to reduce the influence spin-up effects have on the
fields (see e.g. Weedon et al., 2014; Balsamo et al., 2015).
The high resolution gridded observational dataset used in the
compilation is the daily SeNorge v2.1 2-meter temperature
(T2SN ) (Lussana et al., 2018).
The Era-interim data is interpolated to the SeNorge grid
in three stages, using bilinear interpolation in most areas, but
nearest-neighbour interpolation for SeNorge land areas close
to the Era-Interim landmask, and bilinear interpolation for
SeNorge land areas outside Era-Interims landmask.
1.1
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1

c · [ln(RHE /100) + b(T 2SN )/(c + T 2SN )]
.
b − ln(RHE /100) − b(T 2SN )/(c + T 2SN )

(2)

For water b is 17.502 and c is 240.97. For ice b is 22.587 and
c is 273.86.
The vapour pressure is then calculated (still using the
Buck81 for water and AERKi for ice,) with suggested pressure dependent enhancement factors (fe ) from Alduchov and
Eskridge (1996). The HySN surface pressure (psH ) is estimated by vertically adjusting the Era-Interim surface pressure to SeNorge orography combining the hydrostatic approximation and the ideal gas law equation (Eq. 6 in Cos-

psH =

psE
,
e(g∆ z)/(RT 2m )

(3)

where T 2m = T 2SN2+T 2E is the estimated mean temperature
(in Kelvin) in the atmospheric column between the SeNorge
grid elevation and the ERA-Interim grid elevation. ∆ z is
the difference in elevation between the SeNorge grid and
the ERA-Interim grid. Finally the adjusted vapour pressure
is calculated:
fe = d · eg·psH /100.

(4)

b·TdH /(c+TdH )

(5)

V P H = fe · a · e

For water d is 1.00071 and g is 0.0000045, while for ice d is
0.99882 and g is 0.000008 (Alduchov and Eskridge, 1996).
b is 17.502 and c is 240.97 for water [Buck81]. For ice b is
22.587 and c is 273.86 [AERKi]. If supersaturation occurs
vapour pressure is calculated for saturation, limiting RH to
100%.
1.2
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Longwave incident radiation [LW]

The longwave radiation is adjusted (following Eq. 14 in Cosgrove (2003)) by scaling LWE with the ratio of the estimated
Stefan-Boltzmann grey body radiation in the SeNorge grid to
the estimated Era-Interim Stefan-Boltzmann grey body radiation.

LWH =

εH σsb T 2SN 4
(
) LWE .
εE σsb T 2E
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(6)

σsb is the Stephen-Boltzmann constant, εE is the
Satterlund (1979) estimate of clear sky emissivity given the Era-Interim humidity and temperature:
T 2E/2016
εE = 1.08(1 − e(−V PE
)), and εH is similarly
the Satterlund (1979) estimate of clear sky emissivity
given the SeNorge temperature and HySN humidity:
T2
/2016
εH = 1.08(1 − e(−V PH SN
)).
1.3
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Shortwave incident radiation [SW]

No consistent approach is used in other forcing datasets for
adjusting SW radiation. Given that SW is very sensitive to
near surface humidity, and that the Cosgrove (2003) method
used above adjusts VP, we choose to scale the Era-Interim
SW based on the estimated clear sky transmissivity for the
two datasets; i.e. a method similar to that used to the derive
the adjusted LW is used. In Thornton and Running (1999)
[TR99] different empirical estimates of the total daily clear
sky transmissivity of SW are found, given different input
data. Method (z, e) in Table 2 in TR99 predicts the daily clear
sky transmissivity based on altitude (z) and VP (denoted with
e in TR99):
ps(z)/ps0

τ cc = τ0

+ αV P
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